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Sonoma Forge Expands Bathroom Accessories 
Collection to Include Cabinet Hardware

Comprehensive accessories collection includes thoughtful, functional details alongside striking good looks

(Petaluma, CA, October 13, 2020) Sonoma Forge has introduced a new series 
of cabinet hardware pulls that seamlessly carries over the quintessential industrial-
style aesthetic of the company’s extensive line of accessories. But just as important 
as eye-catching looks are well-thought-out details that provide optimal functionality 
and a streamlined, coordinated appearance. 

WaterBridge cabinet pull in Rustic Nickel
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Along with the rest of the company’s accessories—from 
soap dishes, towel bars and rings to toilet paper holders and 
robe hooks—the new pulls were designed to coordinate with 
the WaterBridge and WhereEver faucet lines, boasting the 
stylish, organic look of raw plumbing parts, as well as the 
CiXX collection, featuring a one-of-a-kind hand-hammered 
look. The company’s wide selection of accessories is also 
available to complement the Brut and WingNut faucet 
lines. All told, each line has a nearly endless array of 
coordination options, and like all Sonoma Forge products, 
the accessories are handcrafted and assembled by the 
company’s in-house artisans.

Stand-out details within the accessories line include: 
•  Unique mirror mounts that emulate the signature pipe look
•   Backing plates for mounting Exposed Shower System  

to glass shower walls for a clean, finished looking 
installation (also for mounting hand shower bracket,  
wire soap basket, and robe hook)

•   Soap pump for under-counter, above-counter, or wall-
mount installation

•   WaterBridge clamp for hand shower and soap basket for 
use on tub fillers and exposed shower systems

The new cabinet hardware is available in three sizes—2", 5" 
and 10" center-to-center—and comes in Rustic Nickel, Satin 
Nickel, Oil Rubbed Bronze, Rustic Copper and Matte Black 
custom finishes.  

“We put just as much thought into our accessories as we 
do our unique lineup of faucets and fixtures,” said Erik 
Ambjor, Sonoma Forge President. “Along with a look that 
stands out in the bathroom with a distinctively rustic flair, our 
accessories expertly blend function with form to ensure a 
seamless appearance and long-lasting performance.” 
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About Sonoma Forge
Located in the heart of Northern 
California’s wine country, Sonoma 
Forge’s roots are steeped in a rich 
history of industrial foundries where 
craftsmen hand forge metals. We 
celebrate the art of skillful metalworking 
and machining by highlighting the 
beauty of metal in our unique line 
of designer faucets and tub fillers, 
dramatic shower systems, and 
coordinated bath accessories. 
Our distinctive product line offers 
homeowners refreshing design options 
with a decidedly masculine sense 
of style that enhances any setting, 
whether urban loft, country villa, or 
boutique hotel. Sonoma Forge’s artistry 
and attention to detail is supplemented 
with innovative technology in models 
offered with Sans Hands, our 
exclusive sensor faucet technology. 
All Sonoma Forge products are 
handcrafted and assembled by artisans 
dedicated to forging the finest, most 
extraordinary products on the market. 
For more information about Sonoma 
Forge, call 1-800-330-5553 or visit 
SonomaForge.com.
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